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Abstract

The individual and summarised series of surface air temperature from the area of central Europe have been processed. A
similarity between the sets of signi1cant peaks (12.8, 10.4 and 7.8 years) in the spectra of surface air temperature and the solar
inertial motion (SIM) in the period range 6–16 years especially when computed from the series long 179 years have been
revealed. The value of 179 years represents the basic cycle of solar motion. The SIM is computable in advance. Predictive
assessments of periodicity behaviour during the future decades were established: various periods with very low amplitudes
could occur.
c© 2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Temporal changes of surface air temperature have mostly
been studied on the global (NH, SH) temperature series
which are available since 1861 only. Besides that some of
the individual long European series have been studied, e.g.
Benner (1999) who studied Central England series (1659–
1997). Intensive statistical e<ort has also been done to study
spatial temperature behaviour during the last decades (e.g.
Mann and Park, 1996; Jones et al., 1999). Natural or anthro-
pogenic in=uences have been considered and evaluated.

There are several natural impact factors which could
cause temperature changes: solar motion, solar activity,
geomagnetic activity, volcanic activity, etc. In this paper
as well as in the former ones (Charv+atov+a, 1990a, 1990b;
Charv+atov+a, 1995, 1997a,b, 2000) responses of the solar
inertial motion (SIM) as a key, independent, central phe-
nomenon of the solar system, the most important from
the external, astronomical forcings, precisely computable
into the past and into the future, in the above-mentioned
activities and climatic changes are studied. As concerns
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climatic changes, our 1rst, exploratory results were pub-
lished in Charv+atov+a and St-re-st+.k (1995). The results of the
previous papers showed that above-described approach is
carrying, that above-mentioned activities and climate could
be in=uenced (or may be governed) by the solar system.

Eight surface air temperature series from the area of
central Europe have been processed and studied in rela-
tion to SIM whose basic cycle is 179 years (Jose, 1965;
Fairbridge and Shirley, 1987; Charv+atov+a, 1990b). The
series are signi1cantly longer than the global (NH, SH)
series, they extend back to the 18th century. The annual
temperature values were taken from Marietta (1992). These
series begin in various years of the 18th century and end
there mostly with the year 1990. All the studied series
are longer than 179 years. The time series of surface air
temperature from Geneve (1753–1988), Berlin–Tempelhof
(1753–1990), Basel (1755–1980), Paris (1757–1990),
Praha–Klementinum (1775–1990), Wien (1775–1990),
Budapest (1780–1988), and MFunchen (1781–1990) were
processed. The summarised series for central Europe has
also been composed and processed by the same way as
made and described in Charv+atov+a and St-re-st+.k (1995), but
here in the interval from 1753 to 1990 and related to the
1961–1990 average. In several series, missing data up to
2 years were replaced by means of interpolation (of the
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Fig. 1. Solar orbit (in units of 10−3 AU, astronomical unit, 150×106 km) in 50–65 years segments since 1680. Besides an identity of motion
trefoils 1728–1778 and 1907–1957, one can see a similarity (after a rotating) between solar orbit in the years 1840–1905 and 1980–2045.

second order). Since 3 decades after 1750 and the latest
decade before 1990 are not covered by all the series, there
is an uncertainty at the beginning and at the end of the
summarised central European series. This summarised se-
ries has been constructed because it is more representative
than the individual series and because it is much longer
than the global (NH, SH) series, longer than the basic SIM
(activity) cycle being 179 years.

Fig. 6 in Charv+atov+a and St-re-st+.k (1995) compares the
central European series (1753–1980) smoothed by 21-year
running average and surface air temperature of Northern
Hemisphere taken from Foland et al. (1990), besides other
temperature curves. Both the series are, since 1860, in very
good coincidence. Therefore, it is possible to suppose that
a coincidence could be very good also before 1860. The
temperature curve reconstructed by D’Arrigo and Jacoby
(1993) from tree-rings of Arctic region (Alaska, Canada,
Fennoscandia, Siberia) since 1689 shows very good coin-
cidence with central European series: the same position of
long-term maxima (1750–60 and 1930–40), the same po-
sition of long-term minimum in 1840 and further similari-
ties in details. Spring temperature reconstruction based on
grapevine sprouts lengths (St-re-st+.k and VerFo, 2000) con-
1rmed higher temperatures in the 18th century.

SIM is the central phenomenon of the Solar System
caused by varying positions of the giant planets (Jupiter—
J, Saturn—S, Uranus—U, Neptune—N) predominantly. It
is not negligible in comparison with the Sun, the diame-
ter of the area in which the Sun moves is 4:3rs, rs being

solar radius. This value represents 0:02 AU (astronomical
unit, 1:5 × 1011 m) or 3 × 106 km. The eccentricity of the
Earth’s orbit is 5× 106 km. The velocity of the Sun varies
between 9 and 16 m=s (32–58 km=h). The SIM is com-
putable in advance, this point o<ers to establish predictive
assessments of phenomena related, so far of course on the
basis of analogies with the mutual relations found for the
previous adequate orbital patterns.

The solar orbit was separated into two basic types: the
ordered (in a trefoil, in a three-lobed orbital pattern, see
Fig. 1, centre), and disordered (Charv+atov+a, 1988,
Charv+atov+a, 1990a,b, see Fig. 1, left and right curves).
Since this separation, SIM has been discernible and 1xed
in time. According to Charv+atov+a and St-re-st+.k (1991) and
Charv+atov+a (1995, 1997b), the basic 178.7-years cycle in
SIM is the time distance between two consecutive orbital
trefoils. The solar orbit in the partial intervals long 50–
65 years between 1680 and 2045 is plotted in Fig. 1. Two
nearly identical trefoils long 50 years are clearly seen in the
centre of 1gure, in the intervals 1728–1778 and 1907–1957.
The trefoil orbits are, after a rotation, nearly the same. It is
valid on millennial scale (Charv+atov+a, 1990b, 1995). The
disordered orbits di<er from one to another. In the previous
papers, responses of SIM in solar, geomagnetic and volcanic
activities have been pointed out (Charv+atov+a-Jakubcov+a
et al., 1988; Charv+atov+a, 1990b, 1997a,b, 2000).

We have at our disposal two properties of SIM which
can be employed in searching for possible relations between
SIM and above-mentioned activities and climatic changes.
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Fig. 2. The individual temperature series smoothed by 21-year
running averages. The triangles denote the centres of the trefoil
(three-lobed patterns) intervals of solar motion.

The 1rst of them are the positions of the trefoil intervals long
50 years that recur always after the basic cycle of 179 years.
The motion character is stable there: The orbital loops lie
under about 120◦, according to JS motion order, according
to the basic order (the “heart”) of the Solar System. It was
found that the groups of 1ve sunspot cycles that were created
by the Sun during nearly the same trefoil motion of the 18th
and 20th centuries are very close (r = 0:81). (Charv+atov+a,
1990b). Charv+atov+a (1988) estimated that the mean dura-
tion of the Sun’s motion along one-motion loop (arc) is 9.93
years ( 12 JS) and subsequently found (Charv+atov+a, 1995)
that solar cycle lengths are stable and equal to 10 years
during the whole trefoil intervals. Geomagnetic activity (in-
dex aa) has linear trend during the trefoil interval. It was
shown (Charv+atov+a, 1997a) that volcanic activity has pat-
terns which go in coincidence with the basic patterns of solar
motion: during the whole trefoil intervals, Earth’s volcanic
activity is attenuated, without the great eruptions reaching to
the stratosphere. This is stable situation in correspondence
with stability of the trefoil SIM there. In the most disordered
interval (see Fig. 1 upper, right part), the greatest eruptions
occurred (e.g. Tambora in 1815). This was shown since
1500, by means of several volcanic indices (SVI, DVI, AI—
the values were taken from Cress and SchFonwiese, 1990).

In addition, a similarity of other, shorter disordered parts
of the solar orbits sometimes appears. In the studied inter-
vals, they are the intervals 1850–1905 and 1985–2040, see
at them after a rotation (Fig. 1). This similarity can be ex-
plored for establishing of predictive assessments of the phe-
nomena related.

The individual above-mentioned temperature series
smoothed by 21-year running average are plotted in Fig. 2.
One can see long-term temperature maxima in about 1750
–60 and 1930–40 (marked by the triangles). They are co-
incident with the central parts of the trefoil intervals of the

solar motion. A coincidence of the long-term temperature
maxima with the centres of trefoil SIM was also found for
the summarised central European series (1753–1980) in
Charv+atov+a and St-re-st+.k (1995, Fig. 6). The same long-term
course of temperature curve from tree-rings since 1689 is
possible to see in D’Arrigo and Jacoby (1993). Johnsen
et al. (1970) presented the temperature reconstruction by
means of 18O in ice cores from Greenland since 1200.
Again, the revealed long-term temperature maxima approx-
imately coincide with central parts of the trefoil intervals.
These authors also detected the 181-year basic cycle. Jinjun
et al. (1993) showed the temperature reconstructed from
tree-rings in NW China since 1000. The long-term maxima
are again in coincidence with the intervals of the trefoil
solar orbit. Similar approximate coincidence since 1000 is
seen in Mann et al. (1999, Fig. 6). These authors show
palaeoclimatic reconstructions for Northern Hemisphere. A
coincidence is of course only approximate, may be due to
quality of temperature reconstructions from indirect sources
is not perfect.

2. Spectrum of periods in SIM

This paper employs the second property of the SIM being
at our disposal, it is its spectrum of periods. Identity (or at
least similarity) of the spectrum of the studied phenomenon
with the SIM spectrum indicates possible mutual physical
relation between the both phenomena.

In Bucha et al. (1985), spectral analyses of many motion
parameters, such as the velocity, the acceleration, the radius
of curvature, the angular momenta, etc., and their rates of
changes from the series 3100 years long have been carried
out. Very similar spectra of periods were provided from the
individual characteristics. The mean spectrum was calcu-
lated. The characteristics are mostly of scalar character, the
geometry of solar orbit was not taken into account. The pe-
riods in SIM have been found to be the higher harmonics of
the basic period of solar motion, the period of 178.7 years,
i.e. 84 (U), 60, 45 (SU), 35 (SN), 29 (S); : : : ; 13:8 (JU),
12.8 (JN), 11.9 (J); : : : ; 9:9 ( 12 JS); : : : ; 7:8; : : : ; 6:9 (JU/2),
6.4 (JN/2) years. They mostly correspond to the orbital pe-
riods of the giant planets (Jakubcov+a and Pick, 1987).
In this paper, we have studied a periodicity in the period

range from 6 to 16 years, this means a periodicity around 10
years ( 12 JS). This period range is very important for mutual
(SIM—surface air temperature) understanding: The mean
duration of SIM along one-orbital loop (arc) is 10 (JS/2)
years—see Fig. 1 here and in Charv+atov+a (1990b). Longer
periods (30–200 years) have been studied in Charv+atov+a
and St-re-st+.k (1995). The signi1cant periods of about 80–
90 years and of about 35 years have been detected. The
studied range also approximately represents the range of the
sunspot cycle lengths. In connection with solar motion, it is
without sense to study the periods shorter than 6 years. The
motion of the Sun (up to 1 × 10−2 AU) is caused by the
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Fig. 3. Top: the Fourier amplitude spectrum of SIM characteris-
tic (here the distance between the centre of the Sun and the cen-
tre of mass of the solar system), computed in the time interval
1601–2100. Bottom: the same type of spectra of the same char-
acteristic computed for the 179 years long interval, (1792–1970).
The solid horizontal lines represent the con1dence levels of 90%,
95%, and 99%.

giant planets, from which the nearest planet Jupiter has the
shortest orbital period being 11.9 years.

The orbital periods of the inner planets (Mercury (Me),
Venus (V), Earth (E), Mars (Ma)) are shorter. The main
period found in SIM due to the inner planets is 6.4 years,
the prominent period is 1.6 (VE) years. But contribution
of the inner planets is very minute (up to 5 × 10−6 AU).
Moreover, the pattern of the Sun’s path due to the inner
planets di<ers considerably from the Sun’s path due to the
giant planets, it is “heart shaped”. Possible in=uence of the
SIM due to the inner planets on surface air temperature also
in connection with ENSO, NAO, QBO; : : : ; if any, will be
subjects of future studies.

Within the period range studied in this paper, two promi-
nent periods of 7.8 and 12.8 have been detected (Fig. 3). Fur-
ther signi1cant periods of 6.5, 7.4, 8.4, 10.4, 12.0 and 13.8
years have been detected besides them. Fig. 3 (top) shows
the Fourier amplitude spectrum of the SIM characteristic
(the distance between the centres of the Sun and of the mass
centre of the solar system) computed from the time series
500 years long (1601–2100). The same above-mentioned
periods have been found. A conspicuous peak lack occurs
between 8 and 10 years. Fig. 3 (bottom) shows the same type

of spectra computed from the series 179 years long (1792
–1970). Using this shorter interval of 179 years, the signif-
icant peaks remain on the same positions (SIM is a regular
process), they only become broader, the peaks merge to-
gether (12.9 and 7.7 years) and their signi1cance in higher
frequencies decreases.

Here is necessary to note again that the spectrum was
computed from SIM characteristic mostly of scalar charac-
ter, not taking the geometry of SIM into account. This can be
why the periods around 10 and 7.8 years have signi1cantly
lower amplitudes than the periods around 12.8 years—on the
contrary to the spectrum of surface air temperature, which
will be shown in the next section, where the amplitudes in
both the periods are approximately the same.

3. Spectrum of periods in surface air temperature

The standard power spectra (Blackman and Tukey, 1958)
of the individual series and of the summarised central
European series were computed. This summarised series
(1753–1988) has been composed from the data of the
above-mentioned stations related to the 1960–1990 aver-
age. For the power spectra the window w = 150 years has
been used. The con1dence levels 90%, 95% and 99% have
been computed.

Fig. 4 shows power spectrum of the summarised central
European series in two versions: In the 1rst one (top) it
was computed from the whole available data series (1753–
1990), in the second one (bottom) from four selected se-
ries 179 years long (1775–1953, 1781–1959, 1792–1970
and 1810–1988, see also Fig. 6). The prominent periods of
7.8 and 12.7 years have been detected together with the pe-
riods of 14.1, 10.4, 8.4, 7.4 and 6.4 years. The signi1cant
peak lack that occurs between 8 and 10 years correspond-
ing to that of SIM spectrum (see also in Bucha et al., 1985,
Fig. 1) is clearly seen. It is here necessary to point out that no
signi1cant peak occurs near the period of 11.1 years which
is the mean period of the solar activity cycle.

Power spectra of the temperature series from Wien (1775
–1988) and MFunchen (1781–1990) computed from the
whole available series, by the same way, are plotted in
Fig. 5 as examples.

Spectra of periods from the series long just 179 years have
been also computed. Fig. 6 shows an example of four groups
of power spectra of the individual series whose lengths are
equal to the basic cycle of solar motion, i.e., 179 years. The
spectra were computed in the intervals 1775–1953, 1781–
1959, 1792–1970 and 1810–1988. These intervals were cho-
sen according to the appropriate beginnings or ends of the
temperature series. The prominent periods of 7.8 and 12.8
years have been detected together with the periods of 14.3,
10.3–10.5, 8.4–8.5, 7.3–7.4, and 6.5 years. A peak lack again
occurs between 8 and 10 years.

Fig. 7 represents the power spectra groups computed from
the individual series for the partial intervals (1792–1840,
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Fig. 4. Top: the power spectrum of summarised central European
series (1753–1988). The solid horizontal lines represent the con-
1dence levels of 90%, 95%, and 99%. Bottom: the power spectra
computed from the parts of central European series being 179 years
long are plotted by solid (1810–1988), long dashed (1792–1970),
dashed (1781–1959), and dotted (1775–1953) lines.

1840–1905, 1905–1970). The 1rst of them shows mainly
a less pronounced periodicity around 12 and 7.8 years, in
the third power spectrum group the period of 7.8 years is
the most signi1cant. The second group of the spectra shows
various periods with very low amplitudes. It is possible to
see there that surface air temperature spectra, i.e., a distri-
bution of the energy into the individual frequency zones,
are variable in time. Similar conclusion was presented by
SchFonwiese (1987).

4. Discussion and conclusion

Solar inertial motion (SIM) has been studied in our In-
stitute since 1984. Two basic tools have been revealed here
in this motion which serve in searching for mutual relations
between SIM and the individual solar-terrestrial (ST) and
climatic phenomena. The 1rst of them is the separation of
the SIM into two basic types—the ordered (JS-trefoil like)
and the disordered. This has served as the precise and legible
basis to which the studies have been related. The Sun enters
into the trefoil sections of its orbit every 178.7 years and this
type of orbit lasts about 50 years (Charv+atov+a, 1988, 1990b).
The second tool is the spectrum of SIM periods (Bucha et

Fig. 5. The power spectra of Wien series (1775–1989) (top) and of
MFunchen series (1781–1989) (bottom). The solid horizontal lines
represent the con1dence levels of 90%, 95%, and 99%.

al., 1985) computed from the series 3100 years long. The
periods detected in the motion characteristics such as the
velocity, the acceleration, the radius of curvature, etc., have
been found to be the higher harmonics of the basic period of
SIM being 178.7 years and mostly correspond to the orbital
periods of the giant planets (i.e. the periods of 80–90 (U),
60, 45 (SU), 35 (SN), 29 (S); : : : ; 19:9 (JS); : : : ; 13:8 (JU),
12.8 (JN), 11.9 (J); : : : ; 10. (JS=2); : : : ; 7:8; : : : ; 6:9 (JU/2),
6.4 (JN/2). A correspondence of the basic features of SIM
and ST and climatic phenomena found according to these
two tools indicates a possible physical relations among them.
The basic features of SIM found in all the above-mentioned
phenomena can also indicate that SIM plays a driving, con-
trolling or frame role in these phenomena variations.

This paper is focused on the second tool. A similarity of
the temperature and SIM spectra in the period range 6–16
years has been demonstrated here (Figs. 3–6). The similar-
ity is better in the periods than in the amplitudes. The results
for the individual and for the summarised (Fig. 4) series
are presented. A closer similarity appeared when the spectra
were computed from the series long to 179 years (Fig. 6).
Nevertheless, the amplitudes in the period of 7.8 years is al-
ways signi1cantly higher in the temperature spectrum than
in the SIM spectrum. The prominent period of 7–8 years was
detected by Benner (1999) in the Central England temper-
ature series. On this place, it is necessary to mention again
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Fig. 6. The power spectra of the individual temperature series being 179 years long 1810–1988 (top left), 1792–1970 (top right), 1781–1959
(bottom left), 1775–1953 (bottom right). This length represents the basic cycle of SIM.

that SIM is so far not processed in the whole—the geometry
of SIM is not taken into account. Besides the SIM forcing
also other sources of temperature variability can be con-
sidered, such as Northern Atlantic oscillation (NAO) or El
Niño/Southern oscillation (ENSO). These phenomena also
show an evidence of the prominent 7–8 years period (Meko,
1992). But on the contrary, it is a question what is a source
of NAO and ENSO (Kestin et al., 1998).

Climatic changes have been mostly considered to be com-
posed of natural (solar, geomagnetic and volcanic activities)
and anthropogenic (human-induced factors such as concen-
tration of greenhouse gases) in=uences. Many attempts have
been made to connect climatic changes with variability of
solar activity parameters (e.g. Friis-Christensen and Lassen,
1991; Lean et al., 1995; Reid, 1997; Cliver et al., 1998;
Haigh, 2001; Lean and Rind, 2001; Lean, 2000; Bond et
al., 2001; Shindell et al., 2001), of volcanic activity (in
connection with huge volcanic eruptions) (e.g. Robock,
2000). Many e<orts are required to separate the signatures
of these di<erent forcings in climate records. Sometimes,
their parts in climatic changes have been evaluated (e.g.
Crowley, 2000). He processed the series since 1000 AD and
concludes that during preantropogenic era (before 1850)
as much as 41–64% decadal-scale temperature variation
was due to changes in solar irradiance and volcanism. Geo-

magnetic activity has also been taken as one of the impact
factors on climate (e.g. Cliver et al., 1998; Bucha and Bucha
Jr., 2002). On the contrary, the results presented by Levitus
et al. (2001) show that the increase in ocean heat content
may largely be due to the increase of anthropogenic gases
in the Earth’s atmosphere. The anthropogenic in=uences
are also preferred by Barnett et al. (2001).

Natural in=uences on climate have been mostly
marginalised by meteorological establishment. The corre-
lations regarding Sun–climate relations have traditionally
been attacked for several reasons: The physical mechanism
is not known. The very small variations in total solar irra-
diance up to 0.1% are unlikely to have caused the observed
temperature changes (e.g. Kelly and Wigley, 1990). The
statistical signi1cance of the Sun–climate relations is poor.
Long-term maximum of temperature in about 1940 even
leads the long-term maximum of sunspot numbers in about
1960. The conclusive evidence of the detection of the most
prominent feature of solar activity, the mean 11.1 years
solar cycle, in climatic records has not been still given. An
in=uence of volcanic activity on climate is mostly taken as
more possible, because a decrease of surface air temperature
after huge volcanic events is always observed.

Gradually, our papers show (Charv+atov+a, 1990b, 1997a,
etc.) that both solar and volcanic activity are probably gov-
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Fig. 7. The power spectra of the individual temperature series
computed for the partial intervals 1792–1840 (top), 1840–1905
(centre), and 1905–1970 (bottom).

erned by SIM . The Sun, moving along the same trefoil-like
orbits (1734–1785 and 1913–1964), created nearly the same
series of sunspot cycles there. Only there, the lengths of
sunspot cycles are constant and equal to 10 years. The small
deviations can be ascribed to substantially lower quality of
data in the 18th century. Volcanic activity is attenuated dur-
ing the trefoil intervals and huge volcanic events, such as
the eruptions of Tambora (1815) or Krakatau (1883), oc-
curred during the intervals of disordered SIM (Charv+atov+a,
1997a). This was shown by means of several volcanic in-
dices. Volcanic acidity index (Cress and SchFonwiese, 1990)
was employed there since 1500. The mentioned phenomena
show a stable character in the intervals of stable character of
SIM (in the JS-trefoils). The surface air temperature shows
the long-term maxima approximately in the centres of the
trefoil intervals of SIM as it is shown by Charv+atov+a and
St-re-st+.k (1995) and seen in D’Arrigo and Jacoby (1993) or
in Mann et al. (1999).

The period range between 6 and 16 years has here been
investigated. The series of surface air temperature in central
Europe (the individual and summarised series) have been
processed by means of power and Fourier spectral analyses
and the resulting spectra have been compared with the SIM
spectrum. It is possible to see (Figs. 3–6) that the prominent
periods of 12.8 and 7.8 years together with further periods of
13.8, 11.9, 10.3, 8.4, 7.2 and 6.6 years have been detected.
The agreement in the periods is very good. The amplitudes,
above all in the period of 7.8 years and the adjacent periods,
di<er. The signi1cant feature of the SIM spectrum, the peak
attenuation between 8 and 10 years also occurs accordingly
in the temperature spectra. The periods of 13.8, 12.8, 11.9
and 10.2 years were detected also in one of the manifesta-
tion of geomagnetic activity, in the aurorae occurrence since
1000 AD (Charv+atov+a-Jakubcov+a et al., 1988). Longer peri-
odicity, in the period range between 25 and 200 years, have
been studied in Charv+atov+a and St-re-st+.k (1995). The signif-
icant periods of 35 years and 180 years in accordance with
the SIM spectrum have been detected. Our next studies will
concern the period range between 16 and 25 years.

The dominant period of solar activity, the period of 11.1
years, has been detected neither in summarised series nor
in any individual series. The long-term temperature maxima
lead of about 20 years those of solar activity (Charv+atov+a
and St-re-st+.k, 1995). It seems therefore that solar activity
(solar irradiance) itself does not play a signi1cant role in
temperature changes on the Earth surface. This was also
partially studied in Charv+atov+a and St-re-st+.k (1994).
As seen in Fig. 7, the temperature spectra depend on the

interval from which they were computed. This can be why
the results of spectral temperature analyses of di<erent au-
thors being computed for di<erent intervals di<er one from
another.

During the latest years, it was mostly understood that the
global temperature series since 1860 is not suVciently long
and homogeneous (as concerns the number of stations com-
posed it) to represent the basis for well-founded predictions
or at least scenarios. The period of 178.7 years in the central
phenomenon of the solar system (SIM) can be considered to
be the basic natural period. Many e<orts have been given to
a reconstruction of solar-terrestrial and climatic phenomena
on millennial scale (14C in tree-rings, tree-ring widths, 10Be,
18O in ice cores, deep sea or lake sediments, etc.). It is now
generally accepted, that there are two prominent natural cy-
cles, the cycle of about 200 (160–210) years and the cycle
of about 2400 (2200–2600) years. These cycles have been
found in proxy records of nearly all ST and climatic phe-
nomena (e.g. Damon and Sonett, 1991). Charv+atov+a (2000)
shows that SIM can be a cause of both the basic natural
cycles.

As follows from our results, though they are not complete,
our SIM approach to climatic changes, from the point of
view of the central phenomenon of the Solar System, seems
to give a key to the problem solution or at least opens new
possibilities. SIM is computable in advance. So, its ability
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to provide predictive assessments of the phenomena related,
so far of course on the basis of the results for the previous
similar orbital sections, is of basic importance. Astronomical
forcing (SIM) could represent a frame in which the ST and
climatic variations develop.

The results allow us to pronounce, very cautiously, on
the basis of analogy only, predictive assessments for spec-
tral temperature behaviour in future decades. Since SIM in
the years 1840–1905 and 1980–2045 (after a rotating) are
similar (Fig. 1), similar could also be the respective spectra
of periods in surface air temperature. Spectra of periods up
to 2045 could be adequate to the spectra of periods com-
puted for the interval 1840–1905 (Fig. 7, centre): Varying
periods with low amplitudes for the individual temperature
series could occur.

Statistical and spectral processing of the respective series
is needed before any mechanism is considered; without a
thorough knowledge of properties of the studied phenom-
ena and the relations between them, no mechanism can be
established.

The Sun moves around the centre of mass of the solar
system. It is obvious that the distance between the Sun and
the Earth also depends on the position of the Sun with regard
to the centre of mass of the solar system. The di<erence in
the distance between the Sun and the Earth varies between
0 and 8× 106 km. Lowered amount of heat spreading from
the more distant Sun to the Earth could lower surface air
temperature. Such considerations and computations belong
to our future research and could serve as the starting points
for the future establishment of a proper physical mechanism.

Anthropogenic in=uences were minute in the 18th cen-
tury. Nearly the same heights of the long-term temperature
maxima in about 1750–60 and 1930–40 are seen in Fig. 2
or in Charv+atov+a and St-re-st+.k (1995, Fig. 3). Their time po-
sitions coincide with the centres of the trefoil intervals. This
can be seen also further to the past (D’Arrigo and Jacoby,
1993; Mann et al., 1999; etc.).

In the end, the successful prediction of the sunspot cy-
cle No. 23 height on the basis of the SIM is accented.
Charv+atov+a (1988, 1990a,b) predicted that the cycle No. 23
should be lower than the cycle No. 22 (max annual Wolf
number Rmax = 158). Charv+atov+a (2000) predicted that the
Sun moving up to 2040 along the disordered orbit which is
similar to that of the second half of the 19th century, should
create a series of lower solar cycles (Rmax from 65 to 140).
In the other papers (see in Charv+atov+a, 2000), the cycle No.
23 was predicted to be high or extremely high (Rmax be-
tween 140 and 225). The reality: The cycle No. 23 height
is only 120.
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